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Developing a compelling value 
proposition in inDonesia 
A key wAy for weAlth mAnAgement plAyers to differentiAte themselves in indonesiA 

is through the client experience. speAking on A pAnel At hubbis’ indonesiAn weAlth 

mAnAgement forum 2013 in JAkArtA in lAte october, industry experts gAve their 

views on client expectAtions, the use of technology And the chAnging needs of the 

next generAtion.

Despite the infancy of the Indonesian 
wealth management industry, clients 
demand the same level of service as 
wealthy individuals in more devel-
oped markets.

This was according to panel members 
speaking at Hubbis’ Indonesian Wealth 
Management Forum 2013 in Jakarta in 
late October.

To serve the demands of Indonesians 
effectively, industry players should 
therefore learn from more established 
global counterparts – observing their 
best practices and avoiding the mis-

takes they have made in the past, said 
panel speakers.

“Clients in Indonesia expect high qual-
ity, holistic advice delivered with in-
tegrity,” said Torsten Linke, managing 
director and head of relationship man-
agement at Standard Chartered Private 
Bank in South-east Asia. 

“They also want high returns and safe-
ty, so it’s similar to other markets.”

Especially in terms of investment 
choices, Indonesian investors want to 
experience what their peers in more 

developed parts of the world have ac-
cess to.

“A lot of Indonesians are restricted 
not just in terms of product but also 
in terms of currencies – they want to 
have holdings in US dollars, for ex-
ample, but have limited access,” added 
Jake Wallis, country manager at Impe-
rium Capital.

A bigger role for 
technology

Technology will play a pivotal role in 
bettering the client experience, in In-
donesia and globally, agreed panelists.

In particular, a trend that panel speak-
ers are seeing is heavy investment 
into front-line capabilities, presenting 
a need for compatible technology to 
support their function.

Relationship managers (RMs) need 
technology that “acts as their best 
friend or concierge”, said Andrew Au, 
chief executive officer of AG Delta, 
rather than something that requires 
onerous upkeep to be useful. 

Twitter or Facebook feeds are perfect 
examples of the way information can 
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“the internet has provided 
transparency but there is 

also conflicting and confusing 
information online which 
makes advice even more 

important today,”
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be collated and presented in a user-
friendly way. Applying the same princi-
pal to investment information will en-
able RMs to have more engaging and 
relevant conversations. 

“For instance, the feed might say a 
particular stock has moved and these 
are the 10 clients that this will impact 
so you need to contact them,” ex-
plained Au.

Daniel Kennedy, regional solutions 
manager at DST Global Solutions in 
Asia, echoed the need for more rel-
evant communications with investors, 

Jake Wallis
imperium capital

“A lot of indonesians are 
restricted not just in terms of 
product but also in terms of 
currencies – they want more.”

andrew au
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“relationship managers need 
technology that acts as their 
best friend, or concierge”

Daniel Kennedy
Dst global solutions

“if data is effectively interpreted 
via an automated process then it 

enables the rm to spend more time 
with the client and provide them 

with more useful advice”

highlighting the increasing demand for 
investment data analytics and manage-
ment. “If data is effectively interpreted 
via an automated process then it en-
ables the RM to spend more time with 
the client and provide them with more 
useful advice,” he explained.

Adopting new solutions 
And systems

Spending big on the latest technology 
is only the beginning of the journey 
to providing a top-notch client experi-
ence; convincing wealth management 

professionals to actually use the tools 
can prove a challenging next step for 
firms, said panelists. 

To overcome this hurdle, panel speak-
ers agreed that getting advisers in-
volved in the early stages of the tech-
nology design is key to ensuring its 
effective incorporation in their day-to-
day activities.

For example, investing in technology 
that is mobile is more useful to RMs 
considering the nature of their role 
often requires them to be “on-the-go” 
when attending client meetings.
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Further, bankers are concerned about 
the growing number of online portals 
for self-directed wealth management.

“So they are only interested in technol-
ogies that will differentiate them,” said 
Ian Thompson, business development 
manager for Sopra Banking Software in 
Asia Pacific.

from the client’s 
perspective

Equally, when developing or acquir-
ing technology that clients will interact 
with, their needs must be accounted 
for, said panelists. This means provid-
ing tools for end-clients to consume 
the way they want to consume them, 
not the way bankers tell them to.

In order to find a solution that will gain 
traction, the industry will need to take 
a step back and see how it can learn 
from other sectors such as retail. 

Transaction models used by the likes of  
ebay and PayPal illustrate the fact that 
when technology is user-friendly then 
consumers will use it.

“People are used to dealing with tech-
nology and we should not be afraid of 
this,” added Thompson.

cAtering to the next 
generAtion

In particular, this is highly relevant to 
the next generation of clients which 
is more technology savvy and hungry 
than its predecessors. 

ian thompson
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“people are used to dealing 
with technology and we should 
not be afraid of this”

salman Haider
J.p. morgan private Wealth management

“the next generation will 
assign an alpha to each 

relationship so they can very 
clearly measure the value each 

adviser brings”

However, while they might be more 
open to new innovations, their interac-
tion with financial advice will never be 
purely “DIY”.

While they might have a more active 
interest in the mechanics behind the 
advice given, and might cross-check 
information provided to them with 
their own online research, for example, 
they will still have multiple relation-
ships with bankers. “The internet has 
provided transparency but there is also 
conflicting and confusing information 
online, which makes advice even more 
important today,” said Linke.

According to Salman Haider, managing 
director and head of South-east Asia 
at J.P. Morgan Private Wealth Manage-
ment, multi-banking is a trend that 
will prevail among the next genera-
tion. “They will assign an alpha to each 
relationship so they can very clearly 
measure the value each adviser brings 
to them.”

And they won’t be shy about swapping 
relationship managers in and out. “Ex-
pect a very fluid client in the future,” 
added Haider. 
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